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Falls are common among older people. Age-related changes in toe strength and force steadiness may increase fall risk. This

study aimed to evaluate the performance of a fall risk prediction model using toe strength and force steadiness data as input

variables. Participants were four healthy adults (25.5±1.7 yrs). To indirectly reproduce physical conditions of older adults, an

experiment was conducted by adding conditions for weight and fatigue increase. The maximal strength (MVIC) was

measured for 5 s using a custom toe dynamometer. For force steadiness, toe flexion was measured for 10 s according to

the target line, which was 40% of the MVIC. A one-leg-standing test was performed for 10 s with eyes-opened using a force

plate. Deep learning experiments were performed with seven conditions using long short-term memory (LSTM) algorithms.

Results of the deep learning model were randomly mixed and expressed through a confusion matrix. Results showed

potential of the model's fall risk prediction with force steadiness data as input variables. However, experiments were

conducted on young adults. Additional experiments should be conducted on older adults to evaluate the predictive model.
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1. Introduction

With aging, physical functions such as muscle strength and sense

of balance may decrease, and various problems may occur [1,2]. In

particular, falls are the most common problem in older adults, and it

is reported worldwide that about 28-35% of older adults aged 65 or

older experience falls every year [3]. Moreover, post-falls physical

dysfunction and complications are social and economic factors that

threaten the lives of older adults [4], and falls are one of the severe

problems reported as the sixth cause of death for older adults [5,6].

Older adults tend to have an increased fear of falling after

experiencing their first falls, and an increase in fear of falling may

further increase the incidence of falls in the future [7]. Therefore,

there is a need for a method that can prevent and safely manage

falls of older adults by classifying risk groups before experiencing

falls. Accordingly, various tools for evaluating falls or quantifying

the falls risk have been developed and used in clinical settings.

However, the tools used to date lack consistency in validity and
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reliability [8] and have several limitations. For example, the PPA

(Physiological Profile Approach) questionnaire, which evaluates

the multidimensional risk factors of falls, is highly reliable for

assessing falls risk, but requires a lot of time [9]. In addition,

although falls history is used as an indicator of falls risk in clinical

practice, there is also a limitation in relying on the participant's

memory [10]. The Tinetti scale and Berg test are mainly used in

clinical practice as a way to assess an individual's falls risk [6,11].

However, this evaluation method must be done by experts, and can

be affected by floor-celling effects [12]. In addition, some

evaluation methods rely on simple functional measurements and

are less sensitive so that they can be applied only to older adults

with visually detectable variations in falls-related physical

functions [13]. To overcome these limitations, studies have been

conducted to prediction of falls by learning the results of collecting

and analyzing biological data using wearable IMU (Inertial

Measurement Unit) sensors through machine learning and deep

learning [14]. The sensitivity of falls prediction studies using data

from inertial sensors was 0.43-0.93, the specificity was 0.545-1,

and the accuracy was 0.57-0.90 [14]. These studies conducted

models by including variables that change with aging, such as

stride, gait speed, total gait time, and maximum angular velocity.

However, there needed to be a consensus on the variables used in

the prediction model [14]. 

The risk factors of falls are divided into external and intrinsic

factors. Intrinsic factors include an increase in age, a decrease in

balance ability, a decrease in muscle strength, a falls experience, a

decrease in vision, and a decrease in cognitive function [15]. In

particular, the decrease in muscle strength and force steadiness

caused by aging can lead to significant problems [2,16,17]. Muscle

loss and muscle function decline due to aging appear more severe

and faster in the lower body muscles responsible for walking than

the upper body muscles [2]. In particular, a strong association

exists between toe flexion strength and gait and balance ability in

older adults [18]. Previous studies have shown that the older adults

have about 35% lower toe strength than young adults, and older

adults with falls experience have about 20% lower toe strength

than older adults without falls experience [19]. Furthermore, it has

been reported that force steadiness is associated with functional

performance in older women [20], and low force steadiness is

found in people with falls experience [21].

Despite the strong association of toe strength and force

steadiness with the falls risk [22], studies have yet to be conducted

using toe strength and force steadiness in deep learning modeling

to predict of falls risk. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to

evaluate a falls risk prediction model using toe strength and force

steadiness data as input variables. 

2. Methods

2.1 Participants

The participants were four healthy adult men (Mean±SD; age:

25.5±1.7 yrs; mass: 77.6±17.3 kg; height: 174.5±7.3 cm; body fat:

23.9±4.7%) who had never experienced falls before. In addition,

those with a history that can affect balance ability and those who

have undergone neurosurgical surgery on the lower extremities

over the past six months were excluded. Before participating, all

participants received sufficient explanations and training on the

experimental goals and processes. 

2.2 Experimental Setup

In order to indirectly reproduce the physical condition of older

adults with a high falls risk, two conditions were added to the

experiment. Weight increase conditions to reproduce the increase

in fat accumulation due to aging and fatigue increase condition to

reproduce the decline in muscle strength and nervous system

function [16,23,24]. As for the weight increase conditions, the

experiment was conducted by adding 10% and 20% of the

participants' weight using a weight vest (weighted best

heavyweight vest, body X, and China). As for the fatigue increase

condition, the fatigue protocol was performed using a toe

dynamometer custom-made device. The fatigue protocol

maintained toe flexion at 50% of the MVIC (maximal voluntary

isometric contraction) for 6 seconds and repeated rest for 4 seconds

[25]. If the toe strength during toe flexion did not reach a threshold

corresponding to 50% of the MVIC, the fatigue protocol was

discontinued based on the assessment of increased fatigue.

2.3 Toe MVIC and Force Steadiness

MVIC and force steadiness were measured using the

dominant foot, and the foot used to kick the ball far was

selected as the dominant foot. MVIC was measured in a chair

posture using a custom-made toe dynamometer. The toe

dynamometer and measurement posture are shown in Fig. 1.

Participants placed the dominant foot on the toe dynamometer

while sitting comfortably in a chair with both feet shoulder-

width apart, and the right foot was placed on a scale of similar

height to match the height of the right foot. The first and second

phalanges were hung on the toe dynamometer ring to adjust the

ankle-fixing device’s position, and the ankle was fixed with a

strap so that the foot’s position did not change. After getting up

from the chair and supporting the weight evenly with both feet,

the toe flexion was maintained for 5 seconds with maximum

effort according to the inspector’s signal and rested for 1

minute. Force steadiness was measured similarly to MVIC
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measurement. The toe flexion was maintained for 10 seconds

by aligning it as close as possible to the target line

corresponding to 40% of the MVIC. The force value of the load

cell attached to the toe dynamometer was sampled at 1000 Hz. 

2.4 One-leg Standing Test

Static balance ability was used as a variable to prediction of falls

risk. One-leg standing test was used to prediction falls among the

items performed in the BBT (berg balance test) [26]. Participants

prepared for the experiment on a force plate (OR6-7-2000, AMTI,

USA) to flexion the hip and knee joints of the non-dominant legs

by 90o and stood on the dominant legs with both hands crossed and

fixed in front of the chest to maintain balance. The balance was

maintained for 10 seconds while staring at the display point of the

monitor 3 m ahead with the eyes open [27]. The one-leg standing

test posture is presented in Fig. 2. The force and moment data of

the force measuring plate in the three-axis direction were sampled

at 1000 Hz during the one-leg standing test.

2.5 Timed Up and Go Test (TUG)

Before TUG (timed up to go) test, the belt with the inertial

sensor (MetamotionRL, Mbientlab Inc, USA) was fixed to the

thinnest part of the waist. The location of the inertial sensor

attachment is shown in Fig. 2. Participants stood up from the chair

according to the instructions, turned around the cone in front of 6

m, and sat back on the chair. While standing up and walking, the

acceleration value of the inertial sensor in the tri-axial direction

was sampled at 100 Hz.

2.6 Data Analysis

The MVIC of the toe was normalized by dividing it by weight

among the data collected for 5 seconds from the load cell of the toe

dynamometer. Force steadiness used intermediate 6-second data

from 10-second data. The TCOP (total distance center of pressure)

was calculated using the middle 6 seconds data among the 10

seconds data collected by force plate during the one-leg standing

test, and the foot length was standardized. The representative data

of one participant are presented in Fig. 3. The ACC (acceleration)

value obtained with the IMU was a linear acceleration value that

eliminated the influence of gravity, and data collected during the

TUG test were used from the time of rise to the time of re-sitting in

the chair.

2.7 Deep Learning Algorithm

This study used a deep learning technique to prediction of

falls risk using MVIC data, Force steadiness and ACC data.

Various algorithms exist depending on the purpose of deep

learning, and this study used LSTM (long short-term memory)

algorithms to prediction of falls risk using signal data. LSTM

algorithm, one of the RNN (recurrent neural network)

techniques, was used as a deep learning method. LSTM

algorithms have a circular structure and are advantageous for

continuous and repetitive signal data by passing the values of

previous state data to the current state [28].

Based on 16 existing data (4 participants × four conditions), we

multiplied by nine values (0.95-1.04) per data to compensate for the

insufficient data. The total of 160 data were conducted under seven

conditions. Seven deep learning conditions are presented in Table 1.

The TCOP data, which is a falls risk variable used as the label

value, was organized in ascending order and labeled as 0 = Low

and 1 = High, and 0 and 1 were classified based on the TCOP

value 25 by 80 each to equalize the number of labels [29]. The data

were divided into learning, verification, and test data at a ratio of

Fig. 1 Toe strength measurement posture 

Fig. 2 One-leg standing test (left) and IMU sensor position (right)
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64 : 16 : 20 and trained in a deep learning model. The results of the

deep learning model were randomly mixed with data to evaluate

reliability, and the average value of the results was expressed

through a confusion matrix. Formulas from previous papers were

used to calculate sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy [30]. In

formulas, TP (true positives) and TN (true negatives) denote the

prediction of falls risk classified correctly by the algorithm as

positive and negative, respectively. While FP (false positives) and

FN (false negatives) denote the prediction of falls risk misclassified

positive and negative, respectively.

Sensitivity = TP/(TP+FN) (1)

Specificity = TN/(TN+FP) (2)

Accuracy = (TN+TP)/(TN+TP+FN+FP) (3)

In addition, additional deep learning experiments were

conducted by classifying data labeling into three categories to

provide information on the degree of falls risk rather than the

dichotomy of classifying the falls risk as ‘there is’ or ‘no.’ 0 =

Low, 1 = Moderate, and 2 = High were labeled, and 0, 1, 2 were

designated according to the TCOP values of 50, 60, and 50 each

to make the number of labels uniform. Additional deep-learning

experiments were also conducted under the same conditions as

previous experiments.

3. Results 

In this study, we used paired t-test to compare the variables by

aging condition before deep learning algorithm. Force and balance

was significantly decreased in the fatigue condition compared to

the baseline (p < 0.01, p < 0.05). And to perform a falls risk

prediction using toe strength and force steadiness, we built a deep

learning model consisting of LSTM. Then, we trained, validated

and tested it using signal data. 

The sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of validation algorithms

with two-labels is shown in Table 2. And Table 3 shows the

performance in terms of sensitivity, specificity and overall

accuracy of the algorithm with three-labels.

4. Discussion

This preliminary study used toe strength and force steadiness

data as input variables to create a prediction of falls risk model

through deep learning and evaluate the model’s performance. As a

result of t-test, force and balance significantly decreased in the

fatigue condition. But, there is no significant in other conditions.

This could be considered that the increase of fatigue indirectly

affected the aging condition. While, deep learning algorithm with

force steadiness achieved 86% accuracy in two-labeling

conditions. This study showed the possibility of prediction of falls

risk using force steadiness. However, there are limitations in

optimizing the algorithm used in this study. We considered that

further research should complement the algorithm using in this

study.

Fig. 3 Raw data post-analysis for deep learning A: MVIC, B: Force

steadiness, C: ACC; MVIC: maximal voluntary isometric

contraction, ACC: accelerometer

Table 1 Input data conditions of deep learning experiment

Conditions Input data

A MVIC

B Force steadiness

C ACC

D MVIC + Force steadiness

E Force steadiness + ACC

F MVIC + ACC

G MVIC + Force steadiness + ACC

MVIC, maximal voluntary isometric contraction; ACC accelerometer
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The sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of the model using

force steadiness as input variables showed the potential of falls risk

prediction than other models. Force steadiness is an important

aspect of muscle strength control, because accurate force control

ability is essential in performing physical movements [17,31].

Aging can affect force steadiness, and the ability of older adults in

force steadiness is impaired [32], and force steadiness is associated

with falls in older adults [17,21]. Therefore, the results of this study

are considered to reflect the results of previous studies that force

steadiness affect falls due to aging. However, it should be noted

that the one-leg stand test and force steadiness test used similar

contraction mode, and which may have exaggerated the sensitivity

of the model. In addition, the results of this study are the results of

conducting experiments on young adults, not the older adults.

Therefore, the model should be re-verified through experiments on

older adults in the future. 

Unlike force steadiness, the model with MVIC showed low

accuracy in overall experiments with two labels. These results are

contrary to the results of previous studies which found that [33]

impaired balance ability and falls in older adults are associated

with decreased toe flexion muscles [18,19,34]. Toes play an

important function during walking and balancing, especially in

activities such as walking on unstable or uneven terrain [22].

However, in this study, a one-leg standing test was performed on a

flat ground force plate to label the falls risk, it is a static balance

ability rather than a dynamic balance ability. Therefore, the results

of this study could be interpreted that the MVIC of the lower limb

muscles did play a minimal role while maintaining static balance

[35], which is partially consistent with previous studies. However,

a previous study found that the older adults use more tremendous

toe pressure than young adults when maintaining static balance

[36]. Considering the previous study results, we assume that

further investigation would lead to much better results if actual

older people were tested.

To provide more detailed information about falls risk,

additional models were created and evaluated by labeling falls

risk as ‘low, moderate, and high.’ There was no significant

difference compared to the model results made by two labeling.

Previous studies that predicted falls risks through modeling for

older adults reported that the sensitivity was 0.43-0.93, the

specificity was 0.545-1, and the accuracy was 0.57-0.9 [14].

Therefore, it seems likely that the model’s predictive ability

shown through this study is comparable to the results of previous

papers studied in various ways regardless of the labeling method.

Our future work will build on current experiment, but we will

experiment with actual older people. 

5. Conclusion

This study evaluated a prediction of falls risk model through

deep learning using toe strength and force steadiness data as input

variables. The deep learning algorithm with force steadiness have a

potential for prediction of falls risk prediction. However, this study

is an experimental study that reproduces the physical ability of

older adults by adding weight and inducing fatigue in healthy

young people with a relatively low falls risk. Therefore, further

experiments should be conducted on the older adults in the future

research to improve the model’s predictive ability.

Table 2 Classification performance (two-labels)

Falls risk Conditions Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy

High A 0.56 0.61 0.58

B 0.80 0.94 0.86

C 0.75 0.77 0.76

D 0.71 0.68 0.69

E 0.67 0.73 0.70

F 0.68 0.71 0.69

G 0.74 0.74 0.74

A: MVIC, B: Force steadiness, C: ACC, D: MVIC + Force steadi-

ness, E: Force steadiness + ACC, F: MVIC + ACC, G: MVIC +

Force steadiness + ACC; MVIC: maximal voluntary isometric con-

traction, ACC: accelerometer

Table 3 Classification performance (three-labels)

Falls risk Conditions Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy

Moderate A 0.55 0.83 0.74

B 0.90 0.65 0.73

C 0.70 0.62 0.65

D 0.68 0.93 0.85

E 0.77 0.67 0.70

F 0.65 0.64 0.64

G 0.68 0.76 0.73

High A 0.74 0.81 0.61

B 0.76 0.85 0.71

C 0.56 0.78 0.72

D 0.76 0.82 0.61

E 0.72 0.85 0.78

F 0.78 0.87 0.77

G 0.72 0.85 0.75

A: MVIC, B: Force steadiness, C: ACC, D: MVIC + Force steadi-

ness, E: Force steadiness + ACC, F: MVIC + ACC, G: MVIC +

Force steadiness + ACC; MVIC: maximal voluntary isometric con-
traction, ACC: accelerometer
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